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6. Add the mushrooms to the onions.
Sauté for approximately 5–7 minutes
until the mushrooms give up their juices
and begin to look dry.
7. Add the seasonings and the sherry.
8. Roll a ball of dough 1⁄8-inch thick on
a lightly floured surface and cut into
approximately six 2-inch circles.
9. Place a teaspoon of mushroom
sherry filling in the center of each circle.
Dip your finger in water and brush the
edges of each circle with it. Fold the circle in half. Pinch the edges together and
use the tines of a fork to crimp them.
Place on an ungreased cookie sheet.
10. Follow the same procedure with
the rest of the dough.
11. Brush the egg yolk glaze onto the
tops of the turnovers. Sprinkle with
sesame seeds. Bake at 400°F for about
15 minutes, until light and golden.
Serve hot. Yield: 2 dozen turnovers.

Making the journey yours.

Tina’s Tidbits
• Water is good for sealing dough that
has a high flour content and is going
to be baked. It helps “glue” the edges
together.
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Chaverware 5

CGraphical Cemetery Module
CNew advanced interface...
C100’s of updates and improvements....
COver 600 installations!

ChaverWeb

CSecure online access enables member editing of demographic
data, event registration, donations and bill paying
CProvides enhanced data collection with reduced staff time

Outsourced accounting (NEW)
Provided by our partners at OAS
CDrive organizational efficiencies to yield financial savings
CConvenient, timely and more relevant financial statements
CComprehensive internal controls, security and governance

800-CHAVER1 (800-242-8371)
Www.Chaverware.com
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to live in two worlds—secular and religious—inevitably involves choices.
Set in 1968—at the height of the
Vietnamese war and campus rebellions—this novel depicts the inner
struggle of a young man who is deeply
attached to his family, history, and religion, and at the same time committed to
his search for self. Elisha is thrilled on
occasions when his two worlds converge—as when he discovers that Franz
Kafka was interested in Chassidism and
had visited his rabbinic grandfather several times in Prague. But more often
Elisha finds that he is changing in ways
that separate him from the Chassidic
community, putting him on a direct collision course with his father. Steering
clear of sentimentality and with a keen
eye for humor, Halberstam tells a
quintessential story of youth intent on
finding its own way, while the parental
generation learns how to guide while
letting go—in this case, through the
wisdom of Chassidic tales.
■

